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Using Illuminate 
Reports

Heidi Cuthbert

Student Data Coordinator

Berrien Regional Education Service Agency

Something

About Me
Using Illuminate Special 
Education (ISE) since 
December 2010
We were the second county within 

Michigan (after Calhoun) to begin 

using Illuminate as our special 

education system and also used 

the illuminate student information 

system for one year for our RESA 

run programs.

12 years working in 
SpEd at Berrien RESA
I began working as the Supervisor 

of Special Education’s secretary 
and then moved into 

illuminate support and 
now work in Technology 

to support both illuminate special 
education as well as PowerSchool 

(our current student information 
system) for the county.

Involvement in MPAAA, 
Illuminate User Group 
(ISE, Early On, Medicaid) 
as well as PSUG
State Reporting is a constant 

learning process that I became 

involved in as I became support for 

the Illuminate system within our 

county.

The Caseload Report can be used to easily see when students 

IEP/REED dates are as well as Resident District, Birth Date, etc.

The content

CaseloadReport
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Within the Reports sometimes I see codes. What do they mean?

The content

IlluminateCodes

Supervisors have access to a Transportation Report that can be 

used to find your Resident students with transportation in their IEPs.

The content

TransportationReport

Under the Reports tab there is My Reports option where reports have 

been shared within the system that may be helpful for your use.

The content

MyReports
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The content

CustomizeDashboard

1. Move Widgets

2. Edit Widget titles

3. Delete a Widget

4. Add a Widget

5. Use Drop-down 
menus to change the 

students for which 
data is displayed on 
the screen.

6. Click on a blue link to 
view more details

1

1
2 3

4

5

6

The content

Student Alerts

Available Student Alerts
41 2 3

Special Ed Student Medicaid Eligible Medicaid Eligible Previous Month Medicaid Eligible Current Month

1. Special Ed Student or SPED is an alert that will display when a student has a primary disability within an active date range 

assigned to them.

2. Medicaid Eligible Student is an alert that will display when a student has ever had eligibility for Medicaid.

3. Medicaid Eligible Previous Month is an alert that will display when a student had Medicaid eligibility in the previous month.

4. Medicaid Eligible Previous Month is an alert that will display when a student has Medicaid eligibility in the current month.

The content

Quick Tips

1. Look for Excel and PDF icons to download/print data.

2. Click column headers to sort, for example, lowest to highest.

3. Look out for pagination, many reports have multiple pages.

4. Look out for view more students 'Show'.

1 2

3
4
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You can create a report from scratch in Create a Report.

The content

CreateReport

1

2

The content

EditReport

1. Create and enter a title for the report (required).

2. Provide a description of the report and what this report is about (optional).

3. Create and assign Tags or ways to categorize this report with keywords to find in your Report List 

(optional).

4. Select Submit to save and begin.

1

4

3

2

The content

AddColumns

5. You will be directed 
immediately after saving 

to Add Columns, where 
you will add various data 
onto the report.

To begin a custom report, 
creating a report from 

scratch includes adding 
data such as Student ID, 
Student Name, and other 

report basics you may need.

There is also a new look to 

this page and you can use 
the new version or the old 
version depending on your 

preference.

New version

Old version

5

5
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Old version

AddColumns

1. Click on any data category to expand it.

2. Once clicked, the category will open to display all of its data in the 'Matching Columns' section. Note that in both the 'Categories' section and 
'Matching Columns' section, you can actually search within those categories/columns for the information you are looking for.

Simply start typing the info you are looking for (ex. student), and only student data will show up. Data is listed in alphabetical order from top to 
bottom.

3. Click on the title of the data in the 'Matching Columns' section to add it to your report, as shown above. Any selection you make will automatically 
become a column of data in your report and will be added into the ‘Selected Columns’ section at right. 

Note: Student ID is at minimum required to be on any report in order to pull student information correctly. If using the Student Search 2.0, Student 
ID and other basic information is already included on the report

Here are other additional tips and tricks using this view:
Make as many selections as you like and expand as many data categories as you need to make additional selections.

As you make selections, note that a running list appears on the right side of your screen. To delete a data category, click the red minus (-) next to it 
(on the left side of the title) to remove it.

When you are finished making your selections, click Save. This takes you to the Manage Data Columns tab.

1

2
3

The content

ManageColumns

1 2

5

3 4

1. You can check the box in the ‘Hide?’ column to have a certain column not show in the report when you view it.  
This is used frequently when adding columns only for filtering purposes.

2. In the ‘Format’ column you are able to select how you want the selected data to show in the report.

3. The red up/down arrow can be selected to move your fields up or down in the order that you want to see the 
columns in the report.

4. When you wish to delete a field from the report select the ‘Delete’ box in the same row and Save Changes.

5. Save Changes will save your column settings and keep you on this page, Save Changes and View Report will 
save the settings and take you to the report view. You may not want to view the report if you still wish to add 
filters.

When in a Custom Report, select Filters. Make sure data has been added to the report prior to filtering.

The content

UseFilters

Now, you need to specify how you want to narrow results.

1

1. To add a filter, click on the green + sign.

2. Select the data column you would like the filter to apply to.

2
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The content

AddFilters

3. Select the Field Operator, or rule, that the data column show follow. Depending on the data column 

selected, field operations may vary.

4. Enter a Field Value to be used in conjunction with the Filter Operator you selected (above). For 

example, if you only want your reports to list students with a particular disability (such as Autism 

Spectrum Disorder), you would select that option here.

5. Click Save Filters.

3
4

5

You will now see your filter displayed with your columns. You may repeat the above steps to add additional filters if 

you desire. To go back to your data columns, select Manage Data Columns.

The content

SavedFilters

Any column with a filter applied to it, will display this scope symbol on your Manage Data Columns page.

Click Saves Changes and View to see your report.

Some important things to understand about filters:

The content

ApplyingFilters

Filters Limit
Filters will always LIMIT your 
dataset. As you apply filters your 

dataset will get smaller and smaller. 

AND, AND, AND
Default filter logic uses an AND 
search. This means that any student 
in your report must meet ALL of your 

criteria. 

Lower your expectations
Sometimes you need to expect 
nothing from your reports. It is very 
possible to apply so many filters that 

you get NO RESULTS. 

OR, OR, OR
Using OR in your reports can be 
dangerous. It is far too easy to get 

too many results. OR support is 
available via Advanced Filters (we’ll 
cover this later). 

1 AND ((2 OR (3 AND 4)) or 5)
Mixing AND/OR is also available via 

Advanced Filters. This is what some 
of you know as “Advanced Boolean 
Logic.” You’ll want to stick around 

for this! 
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The content

HowDoFiltersWork
Report without filters

Add a “current disability matches 
Cognitive Impairment” filter

Report with filters

Add a “current disability matches 
Cognitive Impairment” filter

The content

HowDoFiltersWork
An overly filtered report Remove some of your filters 

Remembering that the filters are AND filters by 

default, you will only find students that match ALL 
of the filters. There are no students in grade 9 
AND 10, therefore no results. 

Use “Matches one of these values” filter 
This is a filter option that will allow you to pass a 
list of values and find any records that match one. 
For example, Grade Level Matches one of these 

values: 9, 10 will find all students who are in 9th or 
10th grade. 

Move on to advanced filters 
If you’re building a complex report and will be 
using Advanced Filters, you may be expecting a 

“No Results” report before you actually apply your 
advanced filters. 

Finally, we’re getting into the good stuf!

The content

AdvancedFilters

• Apply ALL of your filters. It’s OK to get a “No Results” 
report

• Advanced Filters allow you to mix and group your 
filters.

• Three primary operators: AND, OR, NOT.

• Use the numbers on the left to construct your 
“conditions”

• The key is using parentheses correctly.

• Think: Math – order of operations.
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The content

UseGrouping
Remove duplicate rows and add aggregate functions with grouping! 

The content

GroupingExample

Group by 
disability

The original report: 3,229 rows 

The new grouped report: 12 rows 

The content

EditGrouping

Click the Advanced tab and 
select Grouping.

Think carefully about your selections in this exciting feature.

1. A number placed under Grouping Order will group all data 
that is of the same value. For example, by selecting "1" 

grouping order for “Current Disability" all State Student ID will 
be grouped together, as shown in the previous slide’s example.

2. Utilizing the Group Function drop-down menus will tell the 
system how you want data handled when results are grouped. 

For example, by selecting “Count of records" grouping 
functions will count the number of State Student IDs and 

display that result in the report as shown in the previous slide’s 
example.

3. When you are done making edits, click Submit.

2
1

3
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The content

GroupFunctions

The content

DistinctValues

The content

GroupingTips
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The content

CustomReportWidget
Did you know that you can deploy any report with the Local 

Student ID field as a widget in the student profile?

The content

SharedReports
If you like a report that has been shared with you but you wish to make a few changes to it 
rather than creating a new report, you can Copy the report to make your own copy of the 

report and make those necessary changes to it. 

When you click Copy you will be prompted to enter a new Title for the duplicated report.

Get in touch

Contact Info
Illuminate
47 Discovery Suite 100
Irvine, CA 92618

Phone
(517) 224-4499 (Norma)

(949) 242-0343

Website
www.illuminateed.com

Email
help@illuminateed.com

Heidi Cuthbert
Berrien RESA
PO Box 364

711 St. Joseph Avenue
Berrien Springs, MI 49103

Phone
(269) 471-7725 ext. 1308

Website
http://www.berrienresa.org/special

education/illuminate/

Email
Heidi.Cuthbert@berrienresa.org 
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Q&A Session
What else would you like to know?...
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SpEd at Berrien RESA
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Within the Reports sometimes I see codes. What do they mean?

The content

IlluminateCodes

Supervisors have access to a Transportation Report that can be 

used to find your Resident students with transportation in their IEPs.

The content

TransportationReport

Under the Reports tab there is My Reports option where reports have 

been shared within the system that may be helpful for your use.

The content

MyReports
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The content

CustomizeDashboard

1. Move Widgets

2. Edit Widget titles

3. Delete a Widget

4. Add a Widget

5. Use Drop-down 
menus to change the 

students for which 
data is displayed on 
the screen.

6. Click on a blue link to 
view more details

1

1
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4
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6

The content

Student Alerts

Available Student Alerts
41 2 3

Special Ed Student Medicaid Eligible Medicaid Eligible Previous Month Medicaid Eligible Current Month

1. Special Ed Student or SPED is an alert that will display when a student has a primary disability within an active date range 

assigned to them.

2. Medicaid Eligible Student is an alert that will display when a student has ever had eligibility for Medicaid.

3. Medicaid Eligible Previous Month is an alert that will display when a student had Medicaid eligibility in the previous month.

4. Medicaid Eligible Previous Month is an alert that will display when a student has Medicaid eligibility in the current month.

The content

Quick Tips

1. Look for Excel and PDF icons to download/print data.

2. Click column headers to sort, for example, lowest to highest.

3. Look out for pagination, many reports have multiple pages.

4. Look out for view more students 'Show'.

1 2

3
4
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You can create a report from scratch in Create a Report.

The content

CreateReport

1

2

The content

EditReport

1. Create and enter a title for the report (required).

2. Provide a description of the report and what this report is about (optional).

3. Create and assign Tags or ways to categorize this report with keywords to find in your Report List 

(optional).

4. Select Submit to save and begin.

1

4

3

2

The content

AddColumns

5. You will be directed 
immediately after saving 

to Add Columns, where 
you will add various data 
onto the report.

To begin a custom report, 
creating a report from 

scratch includes adding 
data such as Student ID, 
Student Name, and other 

report basics you may need.

There is also a new look to 

this page and you can use 
the new version or the old 
version depending on your 

preference.

New version

Old version

5

5
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Old version

AddColumns

1. Click on any data category to expand it.

2. Once clicked, the category will open to display all of its data in the 'Matching Columns' section. Note that in both the 'Categories' section and 
'Matching Columns' section, you can actually search within those categories/columns for the information you are looking for.

Simply start typing the info you are looking for (ex. student), and only student data will show up. Data is listed in alphabetical order from top to 
bottom.

3. Click on the title of the data in the 'Matching Columns' section to add it to your report, as shown above. Any selection you make will automatically 
become a column of data in your report and will be added into the ‘Selected Columns’ section at right. 

Note: Student ID is at minimum required to be on any report in order to pull student information correctly. If using the Student Search 2.0, Student 
ID and other basic information is already included on the report

Here are other additional tips and tricks using this view:
Make as many selections as you like and expand as many data categories as you need to make additional selections.

As you make selections, note that a running list appears on the right side of your screen. To delete a data category, click the red minus (-) next to it 
(on the left side of the title) to remove it.

When you are finished making your selections, click Save. This takes you to the Manage Data Columns tab.

1

2
3

The content

ManageColumns

1 2

5

3 4

1. You can check the box in the ‘Hide?’ column to have a certain column not show in the report when you view it.  
This is used frequently when adding columns only for filtering purposes.

2. In the ‘Format’ column you are able to select how you want the selected data to show in the report.

3. The red up/down arrow can be selected to move your fields up or down in the order that you want to see the 
columns in the report.

4. When you wish to delete a field from the report select the ‘Delete’ box in the same row and Save Changes.

5. Save Changes will save your column settings and keep you on this page, Save Changes and View Report will 
save the settings and take you to the report view. You may not want to view the report if you still wish to add 
filters.

When in a Custom Report, select Filters. Make sure data has been added to the report prior to filtering.

The content

UseFilters

Now, you need to specify how you want to narrow results.

1

1. To add a filter, click on the green + sign.

2. Select the data column you would like the filter to apply to.

2
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The content

AddFilters

3. Select the Field Operator, or rule, that the data column show follow. Depending on the data column 

selected, field operations may vary.

4. Enter a Field Value to be used in conjunction with the Filter Operator you selected (above). For 

example, if you only want your reports to list students with a particular disability (such as Autism 

Spectrum Disorder), you would select that option here.

5. Click Save Filters.

3
4

5

You will now see your filter displayed with your columns. You may repeat the above steps to add additional filters if 

you desire. To go back to your data columns, select Manage Data Columns.

The content

SavedFilters

Any column with a filter applied to it, will display this scope symbol on your Manage Data Columns page.

Click Saves Changes and View to see your report.

Some important things to understand about filters:

The content

ApplyingFilters

Filters Limit
Filters will always LIMIT your 
dataset. As you apply filters your 

dataset will get smaller and smaller. 

AND, AND, AND
Default filter logic uses an AND 
search. This means that any student 
in your report must meet ALL of your 

criteria. 

Lower your expectations
Sometimes you need to expect 
nothing from your reports. It is very 
possible to apply so many filters that 

you get NO RESULTS. 

OR, OR, OR
Using OR in your reports can be 
dangerous. It is far too easy to get 

too many results. OR support is 
available via Advanced Filters (we’ll 
cover this later). 

1 AND ((2 OR (3 AND 4)) or 5)
Mixing AND/OR is also available via 

Advanced Filters. This is what some 
of you know as “Advanced Boolean 
Logic.” You’ll want to stick around 

for this! 
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The content

HowDoFiltersWork
Report without filters

Add a “current disability matches 
Cognitive Impairment” filter

Report with filters

Add a “current disability matches 
Cognitive Impairment” filter

The content

HowDoFiltersWork
An overly filtered report Remove some of your filters 

Remembering that the filters are AND filters by 

default, you will only find students that match ALL 
of the filters. There are no students in grade 9 
AND 10, therefore no results. 

Use “Matches one of these values” filter 
This is a filter option that will allow you to pass a 
list of values and find any records that match one. 
For example, Grade Level Matches one of these 

values: 9, 10 will find all students who are in 9th or 
10th grade. 

Move on to advanced filters 
If you’re building a complex report and will be 
using Advanced Filters, you may be expecting a 

“No Results” report before you actually apply your 
advanced filters. 

Finally, we’re getting into the good stuf!

The content

AdvancedFilters

• Apply ALL of your filters. It’s OK to get a “No Results” 
report

• Advanced Filters allow you to mix and group your 
filters.

• Three primary operators: AND, OR, NOT.

• Use the numbers on the left to construct your 
“conditions”

• The key is using parentheses correctly.

• Think: Math – order of operations.
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The content

UseGrouping
Remove duplicate rows and add aggregate functions with grouping! 

The content

GroupingExample

Group by 
disability

The original report: 3,229 rows 

The new grouped report: 12 rows 

The content

EditGrouping

Click the Advanced tab and 
select Grouping.

Think carefully about your selections in this exciting feature.

1. A number placed under Grouping Order will group all data 
that is of the same value. For example, by selecting "1" 

grouping order for “Current Disability" all State Student ID will 
be grouped together, as shown in the previous slide’s example.

2. Utilizing the Group Function drop-down menus will tell the 
system how you want data handled when results are grouped. 

For example, by selecting “Count of records" grouping 
functions will count the number of State Student IDs and 

display that result in the report as shown in the previous slide’s 
example.

3. When you are done making edits, click Submit.

2
1

3
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The content

GroupFunctions

The content

DistinctValues

The content

GroupingTips
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The content

CustomReportWidget
Did you know that you can deploy any report with the Local 

Student ID field as a widget in the student profile?

The content

SharedReports
If you like a report that has been shared with you but you wish to make a few changes to it 
rather than creating a new report, you can Copy the report to make your own copy of the 

report and make those necessary changes to it. 

When you click Copy you will be prompted to enter a new Title for the duplicated report.

Get in touch

Contact Info
Illuminate
47 Discovery Suite 100
Irvine, CA 92618

Phone
(517) 224-4499 (Norma)

(949) 242-0343

Website
www.illuminateed.com

Email
help@illuminateed.com

Heidi Cuthbert
Berrien RESA
PO Box 364

711 St. Joseph Avenue
Berrien Springs, MI 49103

Phone
(269) 471-7725 ext. 1308

Website
http://www.berrienresa.org/special

education/illuminate/

Email
Heidi.Cuthbert@berrienresa.org 
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Q&A Session
What else would you like to know?...
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Within the Reports sometimes I see codes. What do they mean?

The content

IlluminateCodes

Supervisors have access to a Transportation Report that can be 

used to find your Resident students with transportation in their IEPs.

The content

TransportationReport

Under the Reports tab there is My Reports option where reports have 

been shared within the system that may be helpful for your use.

The content

MyReports
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The content

CustomizeDashboard

1. Move Widgets

2. Edit Widget titles

3. Delete a Widget

4. Add a Widget

5. Use Drop-down 
menus to change the 

students for which 
data is displayed on 
the screen.

6. Click on a blue link to 
view more details

1

1
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6

The content

Student Alerts

Available Student Alerts
41 2 3

Special Ed Student Medicaid Eligible Medicaid Eligible Previous Month Medicaid Eligible Current Month

1. Special Ed Student or SPED is an alert that will display when a student has a primary disability within an active date range 

assigned to them.

2. Medicaid Eligible Student is an alert that will display when a student has ever had eligibility for Medicaid.

3. Medicaid Eligible Previous Month is an alert that will display when a student had Medicaid eligibility in the previous month.

4. Medicaid Eligible Previous Month is an alert that will display when a student has Medicaid eligibility in the current month.

The content

Quick Tips

1. Look for Excel and PDF icons to download/print data.

2. Click column headers to sort, for example, lowest to highest.

3. Look out for pagination, many reports have multiple pages.

4. Look out for view more students 'Show'.

1 2

3
4
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You can create a report from scratch in Create a Report.

The content

CreateReport

1

2

The content

EditReport

1. Create and enter a title for the report (required).

2. Provide a description of the report and what this report is about (optional).

3. Create and assign Tags or ways to categorize this report with keywords to find in your Report List 

(optional).

4. Select Submit to save and begin.

1

4

3

2

The content

AddColumns

5. You will be directed 
immediately after saving 

to Add Columns, where 
you will add various data 
onto the report.

To begin a custom report, 
creating a report from 

scratch includes adding 
data such as Student ID, 
Student Name, and other 

report basics you may need.

There is also a new look to 

this page and you can use 
the new version or the old 
version depending on your 

preference.

New version

Old version

5

5
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Old version

AddColumns

1. Click on any data category to expand it.

2. Once clicked, the category will open to display all of its data in the 'Matching Columns' section. Note that in both the 'Categories' section and 
'Matching Columns' section, you can actually search within those categories/columns for the information you are looking for.

Simply start typing the info you are looking for (ex. student), and only student data will show up. Data is listed in alphabetical order from top to 
bottom.

3. Click on the title of the data in the 'Matching Columns' section to add it to your report, as shown above. Any selection you make will automatically 
become a column of data in your report and will be added into the ‘Selected Columns’ section at right. 

Note: Student ID is at minimum required to be on any report in order to pull student information correctly. If using the Student Search 2.0, Student 
ID and other basic information is already included on the report

Here are other additional tips and tricks using this view:
Make as many selections as you like and expand as many data categories as you need to make additional selections.

As you make selections, note that a running list appears on the right side of your screen. To delete a data category, click the red minus (-) next to it 
(on the left side of the title) to remove it.

When you are finished making your selections, click Save. This takes you to the Manage Data Columns tab.

1

2
3

The content

ManageColumns

1 2

5

3 4

1. You can check the box in the ‘Hide?’ column to have a certain column not show in the report when you view it.  
This is used frequently when adding columns only for filtering purposes.

2. In the ‘Format’ column you are able to select how you want the selected data to show in the report.

3. The red up/down arrow can be selected to move your fields up or down in the order that you want to see the 
columns in the report.

4. When you wish to delete a field from the report select the ‘Delete’ box in the same row and Save Changes.

5. Save Changes will save your column settings and keep you on this page, Save Changes and View Report will 
save the settings and take you to the report view. You may not want to view the report if you still wish to add 
filters.

When in a Custom Report, select Filters. Make sure data has been added to the report prior to filtering.

The content

UseFilters

Now, you need to specify how you want to narrow results.

1

1. To add a filter, click on the green + sign.

2. Select the data column you would like the filter to apply to.

2
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The content

AddFilters

3. Select the Field Operator, or rule, that the data column show follow. Depending on the data column 

selected, field operations may vary.

4. Enter a Field Value to be used in conjunction with the Filter Operator you selected (above). For 

example, if you only want your reports to list students with a particular disability (such as Autism 

Spectrum Disorder), you would select that option here.

5. Click Save Filters.

3
4

5

You will now see your filter displayed with your columns. You may repeat the above steps to add additional filters if 

you desire. To go back to your data columns, select Manage Data Columns.

The content

SavedFilters

Any column with a filter applied to it, will display this scope symbol on your Manage Data Columns page.

Click Saves Changes and View to see your report.

Some important things to understand about filters:

The content

ApplyingFilters

Filters Limit
Filters will always LIMIT your 
dataset. As you apply filters your 

dataset will get smaller and smaller. 

AND, AND, AND
Default filter logic uses an AND 
search. This means that any student 
in your report must meet ALL of your 

criteria. 

Lower your expectations
Sometimes you need to expect 
nothing from your reports. It is very 
possible to apply so many filters that 

you get NO RESULTS. 

OR, OR, OR
Using OR in your reports can be 
dangerous. It is far too easy to get 

too many results. OR support is 
available via Advanced Filters (we’ll 
cover this later). 

1 AND ((2 OR (3 AND 4)) or 5)
Mixing AND/OR is also available via 

Advanced Filters. This is what some 
of you know as “Advanced Boolean 
Logic.” You’ll want to stick around 

for this! 
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The content

HowDoFiltersWork
Report without filters

Add a “current disability matches 
Cognitive Impairment” filter

Report with filters

Add a “current disability matches 
Cognitive Impairment” filter

The content

HowDoFiltersWork
An overly filtered report Remove some of your filters 

Remembering that the filters are AND filters by 

default, you will only find students that match ALL 
of the filters. There are no students in grade 9 
AND 10, therefore no results. 

Use “Matches one of these values” filter 
This is a filter option that will allow you to pass a 
list of values and find any records that match one. 
For example, Grade Level Matches one of these 

values: 9, 10 will find all students who are in 9th or 
10th grade. 

Move on to advanced filters 
If you’re building a complex report and will be 
using Advanced Filters, you may be expecting a 

“No Results” report before you actually apply your 
advanced filters. 

Finally, we’re getting into the good stuf!

The content

AdvancedFilters

• Apply ALL of your filters. It’s OK to get a “No Results” 
report

• Advanced Filters allow you to mix and group your 
filters.

• Three primary operators: AND, OR, NOT.

• Use the numbers on the left to construct your 
“conditions”

• The key is using parentheses correctly.

• Think: Math – order of operations.
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The content

UseGrouping
Remove duplicate rows and add aggregate functions with grouping! 

The content

GroupingExample

Group by 
disability

The original report: 3,229 rows 

The new grouped report: 12 rows 

The content

EditGrouping

Click the Advanced tab and 
select Grouping.

Think carefully about your selections in this exciting feature.

1. A number placed under Grouping Order will group all data 
that is of the same value. For example, by selecting "1" 

grouping order for “Current Disability" all State Student ID will 
be grouped together, as shown in the previous slide’s example.

2. Utilizing the Group Function drop-down menus will tell the 
system how you want data handled when results are grouped. 

For example, by selecting “Count of records" grouping 
functions will count the number of State Student IDs and 

display that result in the report as shown in the previous slide’s 
example.

3. When you are done making edits, click Submit.

2
1

3
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The content

GroupFunctions

The content

DistinctValues

The content

GroupingTips
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The content

CustomReportWidget
Did you know that you can deploy any report with the Local 

Student ID field as a widget in the student profile?

The content

SharedReports
If you like a report that has been shared with you but you wish to make a few changes to it 
rather than creating a new report, you can Copy the report to make your own copy of the 

report and make those necessary changes to it. 

When you click Copy you will be prompted to enter a new Title for the duplicated report.

Get in touch

Contact Info
Illuminate
47 Discovery Suite 100
Irvine, CA 92618

Phone
(517) 224-4499 (Norma)

(949) 242-0343

Website
www.illuminateed.com

Email
help@illuminateed.com

Heidi Cuthbert
Berrien RESA
PO Box 364

711 St. Joseph Avenue
Berrien Springs, MI 49103

Phone
(269) 471-7725 ext. 1308

Website
http://www.berrienresa.org/special

education/illuminate/

Email
Heidi.Cuthbert@berrienresa.org 
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Using Illuminate 
Reports

Heidi Cuthbert

Student Data Coordinator

Berrien Regional Education Service Agency

Something

About Me
Using Illuminate Special 
Education (ISE) since 
December 2010
We were the second county within 

Michigan (after Calhoun) to begin 

using Illuminate as our special 

education system and also used 

the illuminate student information 

system for one year for our RESA 

run programs.

12 years working in 
SpEd at Berrien RESA
I began working as the Supervisor 

of Special Education’s secretary 
and then moved into 

illuminate support and 
now work in Technology 

to support both illuminate special 
education as well as PowerSchool 

(our current student information 
system) for the county.

Involvement in MPAAA, 
Illuminate User Group 
(ISE, Early On, Medicaid) 
as well as PSUG
State Reporting is a constant 

learning process that I became 

involved in as I became support for 

the Illuminate system within our 

county.

The Caseload Report can be used to easily see when students 

IEP/REED dates are as well as Resident District, Birth Date, etc.

The content

CaseloadReport
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Within the Reports sometimes I see codes. What do they mean?

The content

IlluminateCodes

Supervisors have access to a Transportation Report that can be 

used to find your Resident students with transportation in their IEPs.

The content

TransportationReport

Under the Reports tab there is My Reports option where reports have 

been shared within the system that may be helpful for your use.

The content

MyReports
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The content

CustomizeDashboard

1. Move Widgets

2. Edit Widget titles

3. Delete a Widget

4. Add a Widget

5. Use Drop-down 
menus to change the 

students for which 
data is displayed on 
the screen.

6. Click on a blue link to 
view more details

1

1
2 3

4

5

6

The content

Student Alerts

Available Student Alerts
41 2 3

Special Ed Student Medicaid Eligible Medicaid Eligible Previous Month Medicaid Eligible Current Month

1. Special Ed Student or SPED is an alert that will display when a student has a primary disability within an active date range 

assigned to them.

2. Medicaid Eligible Student is an alert that will display when a student has ever had eligibility for Medicaid.

3. Medicaid Eligible Previous Month is an alert that will display when a student had Medicaid eligibility in the previous month.

4. Medicaid Eligible Previous Month is an alert that will display when a student has Medicaid eligibility in the current month.

The content

Quick Tips

1. Look for Excel and PDF icons to download/print data.

2. Click column headers to sort, for example, lowest to highest.

3. Look out for pagination, many reports have multiple pages.

4. Look out for view more students 'Show'.

1 2

3
4
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You can create a report from scratch in Create a Report.

The content

CreateReport

1

2

The content

EditReport

1. Create and enter a title for the report (required).

2. Provide a description of the report and what this report is about (optional).

3. Create and assign Tags or ways to categorize this report with keywords to find in your Report List 

(optional).

4. Select Submit to save and begin.

1

4

3

2

The content

AddColumns

5. You will be directed 
immediately after saving 

to Add Columns, where 
you will add various data 
onto the report.

To begin a custom report, 
creating a report from 

scratch includes adding 
data such as Student ID, 
Student Name, and other 

report basics you may need.

There is also a new look to 

this page and you can use 
the new version or the old 
version depending on your 

preference.

New version

Old version

5

5
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Old version

AddColumns

1. Click on any data category to expand it.

2. Once clicked, the category will open to display all of its data in the 'Matching Columns' section. Note that in both the 'Categories' section and 
'Matching Columns' section, you can actually search within those categories/columns for the information you are looking for.

Simply start typing the info you are looking for (ex. student), and only student data will show up. Data is listed in alphabetical order from top to 
bottom.

3. Click on the title of the data in the 'Matching Columns' section to add it to your report, as shown above. Any selection you make will automatically 
become a column of data in your report and will be added into the ‘Selected Columns’ section at right. 

Note: Student ID is at minimum required to be on any report in order to pull student information correctly. If using the Student Search 2.0, Student 
ID and other basic information is already included on the report

Here are other additional tips and tricks using this view:
Make as many selections as you like and expand as many data categories as you need to make additional selections.

As you make selections, note that a running list appears on the right side of your screen. To delete a data category, click the red minus (-) next to it 
(on the left side of the title) to remove it.

When you are finished making your selections, click Save. This takes you to the Manage Data Columns tab.

1

2
3

The content

ManageColumns

1 2

5

3 4

1. You can check the box in the ‘Hide?’ column to have a certain column not show in the report when you view it.  
This is used frequently when adding columns only for filtering purposes.

2. In the ‘Format’ column you are able to select how you want the selected data to show in the report.

3. The red up/down arrow can be selected to move your fields up or down in the order that you want to see the 
columns in the report.

4. When you wish to delete a field from the report select the ‘Delete’ box in the same row and Save Changes.

5. Save Changes will save your column settings and keep you on this page, Save Changes and View Report will 
save the settings and take you to the report view. You may not want to view the report if you still wish to add 
filters.

When in a Custom Report, select Filters. Make sure data has been added to the report prior to filtering.

The content

UseFilters

Now, you need to specify how you want to narrow results.

1

1. To add a filter, click on the green + sign.

2. Select the data column you would like the filter to apply to.

2
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The content

AddFilters

3. Select the Field Operator, or rule, that the data column show follow. Depending on the data column 

selected, field operations may vary.

4. Enter a Field Value to be used in conjunction with the Filter Operator you selected (above). For 

example, if you only want your reports to list students with a particular disability (such as Autism 

Spectrum Disorder), you would select that option here.

5. Click Save Filters.

3
4

5

You will now see your filter displayed with your columns. You may repeat the above steps to add additional filters if 

you desire. To go back to your data columns, select Manage Data Columns.

The content

SavedFilters

Any column with a filter applied to it, will display this scope symbol on your Manage Data Columns page.

Click Saves Changes and View to see your report.

Some important things to understand about filters:

The content

ApplyingFilters

Filters Limit
Filters will always LIMIT your 
dataset. As you apply filters your 

dataset will get smaller and smaller. 

AND, AND, AND
Default filter logic uses an AND 
search. This means that any student 
in your report must meet ALL of your 

criteria. 

Lower your expectations
Sometimes you need to expect 
nothing from your reports. It is very 
possible to apply so many filters that 

you get NO RESULTS. 

OR, OR, OR
Using OR in your reports can be 
dangerous. It is far too easy to get 

too many results. OR support is 
available via Advanced Filters (we’ll 
cover this later). 

1 AND ((2 OR (3 AND 4)) or 5)
Mixing AND/OR is also available via 

Advanced Filters. This is what some 
of you know as “Advanced Boolean 
Logic.” You’ll want to stick around 

for this! 
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The content

HowDoFiltersWork
Report without filters

Add a “current disability matches 
Cognitive Impairment” filter

Report with filters

Add a “current disability matches 
Cognitive Impairment” filter

The content

HowDoFiltersWork
An overly filtered report Remove some of your filters 

Remembering that the filters are AND filters by 

default, you will only find students that match ALL 
of the filters. There are no students in grade 9 
AND 10, therefore no results. 

Use “Matches one of these values” filter 
This is a filter option that will allow you to pass a 
list of values and find any records that match one. 
For example, Grade Level Matches one of these 

values: 9, 10 will find all students who are in 9th or 
10th grade. 

Move on to advanced filters 
If you’re building a complex report and will be 
using Advanced Filters, you may be expecting a 

“No Results” report before you actually apply your 
advanced filters. 

Finally, we’re getting into the good stuf!

The content

AdvancedFilters

• Apply ALL of your filters. It’s OK to get a “No Results” 
report

• Advanced Filters allow you to mix and group your 
filters.

• Three primary operators: AND, OR, NOT.

• Use the numbers on the left to construct your 
“conditions”

• The key is using parentheses correctly.

• Think: Math – order of operations.
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The content

UseGrouping
Remove duplicate rows and add aggregate functions with grouping! 

The content

GroupingExample

Group by 
disability

The original report: 3,229 rows 

The new grouped report: 12 rows 

The content

EditGrouping

Click the Advanced tab and 
select Grouping.

Think carefully about your selections in this exciting feature.

1. A number placed under Grouping Order will group all data 
that is of the same value. For example, by selecting "1" 

grouping order for “Current Disability" all State Student ID will 
be grouped together, as shown in the previous slide’s example.

2. Utilizing the Group Function drop-down menus will tell the 
system how you want data handled when results are grouped. 

For example, by selecting “Count of records" grouping 
functions will count the number of State Student IDs and 

display that result in the report as shown in the previous slide’s 
example.

3. When you are done making edits, click Submit.

2
1

3
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The content

GroupFunctions

The content

DistinctValues

The content

GroupingTips
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The content

CustomReportWidget
Did you know that you can deploy any report with the Local 

Student ID field as a widget in the student profile?

The content

SharedReports
If you like a report that has been shared with you but you wish to make a few changes to it 
rather than creating a new report, you can Copy the report to make your own copy of the 

report and make those necessary changes to it. 

When you click Copy you will be prompted to enter a new Title for the duplicated report.

Get in touch

Contact Info
Illuminate
47 Discovery Suite 100
Irvine, CA 92618

Phone
(517) 224-4499 (Norma)

(949) 242-0343

Website
www.illuminateed.com

Email
help@illuminateed.com

Heidi Cuthbert
Berrien RESA
PO Box 364

711 St. Joseph Avenue
Berrien Springs, MI 49103

Phone
(269) 471-7725 ext. 1308

Website
http://www.berrienresa.org/special

education/illuminate/

Email
Heidi.Cuthbert@berrienresa.org 
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Using Illuminate 
Reports

Heidi Cuthbert

Student Data Coordinator

Berrien Regional Education Service Agency

Something

About Me
Using Illuminate Special 
Education (ISE) since 
December 2010
We were the second county within 

Michigan (after Calhoun) to begin 

using Illuminate as our special 

education system and also used 

the illuminate student information 

system for one year for our RESA 

run programs.

12 years working in 
SpEd at Berrien RESA
I began working as the Supervisor 

of Special Education’s secretary 
and then moved into 

illuminate support and 
now work in Technology 

to support both illuminate special 
education as well as PowerSchool 

(our current student information 
system) for the county.

Involvement in MPAAA, 
Illuminate User Group 
(ISE, Early On, Medicaid) 
as well as PSUG
State Reporting is a constant 

learning process that I became 

involved in as I became support for 

the Illuminate system within our 

county.

The Caseload Report can be used to easily see when students 

IEP/REED dates are as well as Resident District, Birth Date, etc.

The content

CaseloadReport
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Within the Reports sometimes I see codes. What do they mean?

The content

IlluminateCodes

Supervisors have access to a Transportation Report that can be 

used to find your Resident students with transportation in their IEPs.

The content

TransportationReport

Under the Reports tab there is My Reports option where reports have 

been shared within the system that may be helpful for your use.

The content

MyReports
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The content

CustomizeDashboard

1. Move Widgets

2. Edit Widget titles

3. Delete a Widget

4. Add a Widget

5. Use Drop-down 
menus to change the 

students for which 
data is displayed on 
the screen.

6. Click on a blue link to 
view more details

1

1
2 3

4

5

6

The content

Student Alerts

Available Student Alerts
41 2 3

Special Ed Student Medicaid Eligible Medicaid Eligible Previous Month Medicaid Eligible Current Month

1. Special Ed Student or SPED is an alert that will display when a student has a primary disability within an active date range 

assigned to them.

2. Medicaid Eligible Student is an alert that will display when a student has ever had eligibility for Medicaid.

3. Medicaid Eligible Previous Month is an alert that will display when a student had Medicaid eligibility in the previous month.

4. Medicaid Eligible Previous Month is an alert that will display when a student has Medicaid eligibility in the current month.

The content

Quick Tips

1. Look for Excel and PDF icons to download/print data.

2. Click column headers to sort, for example, lowest to highest.

3. Look out for pagination, many reports have multiple pages.

4. Look out for view more students 'Show'.

1 2

3
4
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You can create a report from scratch in Create a Report.

The content

CreateReport

1

2

The content

EditReport

1. Create and enter a title for the report (required).

2. Provide a description of the report and what this report is about (optional).

3. Create and assign Tags or ways to categorize this report with keywords to find in your Report List 

(optional).

4. Select Submit to save and begin.

1

4

3

2

The content

AddColumns

5. You will be directed 
immediately after saving 

to Add Columns, where 
you will add various data 
onto the report.

To begin a custom report, 
creating a report from 

scratch includes adding 
data such as Student ID, 
Student Name, and other 

report basics you may need.

There is also a new look to 

this page and you can use 
the new version or the old 
version depending on your 

preference.

New version

Old version

5

5
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Old version

AddColumns

1. Click on any data category to expand it.

2. Once clicked, the category will open to display all of its data in the 'Matching Columns' section. Note that in both the 'Categories' section and 
'Matching Columns' section, you can actually search within those categories/columns for the information you are looking for.

Simply start typing the info you are looking for (ex. student), and only student data will show up. Data is listed in alphabetical order from top to 
bottom.

3. Click on the title of the data in the 'Matching Columns' section to add it to your report, as shown above. Any selection you make will automatically 
become a column of data in your report and will be added into the ‘Selected Columns’ section at right. 

Note: Student ID is at minimum required to be on any report in order to pull student information correctly. If using the Student Search 2.0, Student 
ID and other basic information is already included on the report

Here are other additional tips and tricks using this view:
Make as many selections as you like and expand as many data categories as you need to make additional selections.

As you make selections, note that a running list appears on the right side of your screen. To delete a data category, click the red minus (-) next to it 
(on the left side of the title) to remove it.

When you are finished making your selections, click Save. This takes you to the Manage Data Columns tab.

1

2
3

The content

ManageColumns

1 2

5

3 4

1. You can check the box in the ‘Hide?’ column to have a certain column not show in the report when you view it.  
This is used frequently when adding columns only for filtering purposes.

2. In the ‘Format’ column you are able to select how you want the selected data to show in the report.

3. The red up/down arrow can be selected to move your fields up or down in the order that you want to see the 
columns in the report.

4. When you wish to delete a field from the report select the ‘Delete’ box in the same row and Save Changes.

5. Save Changes will save your column settings and keep you on this page, Save Changes and View Report will 
save the settings and take you to the report view. You may not want to view the report if you still wish to add 
filters.

When in a Custom Report, select Filters. Make sure data has been added to the report prior to filtering.

The content

UseFilters

Now, you need to specify how you want to narrow results.

1

1. To add a filter, click on the green + sign.

2. Select the data column you would like the filter to apply to.

2
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The content

AddFilters

3. Select the Field Operator, or rule, that the data column show follow. Depending on the data column 

selected, field operations may vary.

4. Enter a Field Value to be used in conjunction with the Filter Operator you selected (above). For 

example, if you only want your reports to list students with a particular disability (such as Autism 

Spectrum Disorder), you would select that option here.

5. Click Save Filters.

3
4

5

You will now see your filter displayed with your columns. You may repeat the above steps to add additional filters if 

you desire. To go back to your data columns, select Manage Data Columns.

The content

SavedFilters

Any column with a filter applied to it, will display this scope symbol on your Manage Data Columns page.

Click Saves Changes and View to see your report.

Some important things to understand about filters:

The content

ApplyingFilters

Filters Limit
Filters will always LIMIT your 
dataset. As you apply filters your 

dataset will get smaller and smaller. 

AND, AND, AND
Default filter logic uses an AND 
search. This means that any student 
in your report must meet ALL of your 

criteria. 

Lower your expectations
Sometimes you need to expect 
nothing from your reports. It is very 
possible to apply so many filters that 

you get NO RESULTS. 

OR, OR, OR
Using OR in your reports can be 
dangerous. It is far too easy to get 

too many results. OR support is 
available via Advanced Filters (we’ll 
cover this later). 

1 AND ((2 OR (3 AND 4)) or 5)
Mixing AND/OR is also available via 

Advanced Filters. This is what some 
of you know as “Advanced Boolean 
Logic.” You’ll want to stick around 

for this! 
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The content

HowDoFiltersWork
Report without filters

Add a “current disability matches 
Cognitive Impairment” filter

Report with filters

Add a “current disability matches 
Cognitive Impairment” filter

The content

HowDoFiltersWork
An overly filtered report Remove some of your filters 

Remembering that the filters are AND filters by 

default, you will only find students that match ALL 
of the filters. There are no students in grade 9 
AND 10, therefore no results. 

Use “Matches one of these values” filter 
This is a filter option that will allow you to pass a 
list of values and find any records that match one. 
For example, Grade Level Matches one of these 

values: 9, 10 will find all students who are in 9th or 
10th grade. 

Move on to advanced filters 
If you’re building a complex report and will be 
using Advanced Filters, you may be expecting a 

“No Results” report before you actually apply your 
advanced filters. 

Finally, we’re getting into the good stuf!

The content

AdvancedFilters

• Apply ALL of your filters. It’s OK to get a “No Results” 
report

• Advanced Filters allow you to mix and group your 
filters.

• Three primary operators: AND, OR, NOT.

• Use the numbers on the left to construct your 
“conditions”

• The key is using parentheses correctly.

• Think: Math – order of operations.
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The content

UseGrouping
Remove duplicate rows and add aggregate functions with grouping! 

The content

GroupingExample

Group by 
disability

The original report: 3,229 rows 

The new grouped report: 12 rows 

The content

EditGrouping

Click the Advanced tab and 
select Grouping.

Think carefully about your selections in this exciting feature.

1. A number placed under Grouping Order will group all data 
that is of the same value. For example, by selecting "1" 

grouping order for “Current Disability" all State Student ID will 
be grouped together, as shown in the previous slide’s example.

2. Utilizing the Group Function drop-down menus will tell the 
system how you want data handled when results are grouped. 

For example, by selecting “Count of records" grouping 
functions will count the number of State Student IDs and 

display that result in the report as shown in the previous slide’s 
example.

3. When you are done making edits, click Submit.

2
1

3
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The content

GroupFunctions

The content

DistinctValues

The content

GroupingTips
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The content

CustomReportWidget
Did you know that you can deploy any report with the Local 

Student ID field as a widget in the student profile?

The content

SharedReports
If you like a report that has been shared with you but you wish to make a few changes to it 
rather than creating a new report, you can Copy the report to make your own copy of the 

report and make those necessary changes to it. 

When you click Copy you will be prompted to enter a new Title for the duplicated report.

Get in touch

Contact Info
Illuminate
47 Discovery Suite 100
Irvine, CA 92618

Phone
(517) 224-4499 (Norma)

(949) 242-0343

Website
www.illuminateed.com

Email
help@illuminateed.com

Heidi Cuthbert
Berrien RESA
PO Box 364

711 St. Joseph Avenue
Berrien Springs, MI 49103

Phone
(269) 471-7725 ext. 1308

Website
http://www.berrienresa.org/special

education/illuminate/

Email
Heidi.Cuthbert@berrienresa.org 
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Using Illuminate 
Reports

Heidi Cuthbert

Student Data Coordinator

Berrien Regional Education Service Agency

Something

About Me
Using Illuminate Special 
Education (ISE) since 
December 2010
We were the second county within 

Michigan (after Calhoun) to begin 

using Illuminate as our special 

education system and also used 

the illuminate student information 

system for one year for our RESA 

run programs.

12 years working in 
SpEd at Berrien RESA
I began working as the Supervisor 

of Special Education’s secretary 
and then moved into 

illuminate support and 
now work in Technology 

to support both illuminate special 
education as well as PowerSchool 

(our current student information 
system) for the county.

Involvement in MPAAA, 
Illuminate User Group 
(ISE, Early On, Medicaid) 
as well as PSUG
State Reporting is a constant 

learning process that I became 

involved in as I became support for 

the Illuminate system within our 

county.

The Caseload Report can be used to easily see when students 

IEP/REED dates are as well as Resident District, Birth Date, etc.

The content

CaseloadReport
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Within the Reports sometimes I see codes. What do they mean?

The content

IlluminateCodes

Supervisors have access to a Transportation Report that can be 

used to find your Resident students with transportation in their IEPs.

The content

TransportationReport

Under the Reports tab there is My Reports option where reports have 

been shared within the system that may be helpful for your use.

The content

MyReports
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The content

CustomizeDashboard

1. Move Widgets

2. Edit Widget titles

3. Delete a Widget

4. Add a Widget

5. Use Drop-down 
menus to change the 

students for which 
data is displayed on 
the screen.

6. Click on a blue link to 
view more details

1

1
2 3

4

5

6

The content

Student Alerts

Available Student Alerts
41 2 3

Special Ed Student Medicaid Eligible Medicaid Eligible Previous Month Medicaid Eligible Current Month

1. Special Ed Student or SPED is an alert that will display when a student has a primary disability within an active date range 

assigned to them.

2. Medicaid Eligible Student is an alert that will display when a student has ever had eligibility for Medicaid.

3. Medicaid Eligible Previous Month is an alert that will display when a student had Medicaid eligibility in the previous month.

4. Medicaid Eligible Previous Month is an alert that will display when a student has Medicaid eligibility in the current month.

The content

Quick Tips

1. Look for Excel and PDF icons to download/print data.

2. Click column headers to sort, for example, lowest to highest.

3. Look out for pagination, many reports have multiple pages.

4. Look out for view more students 'Show'.

1 2

3
4
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You can create a report from scratch in Create a Report.

The content

CreateReport

1

2

The content

EditReport

1. Create and enter a title for the report (required).

2. Provide a description of the report and what this report is about (optional).

3. Create and assign Tags or ways to categorize this report with keywords to find in your Report List 

(optional).

4. Select Submit to save and begin.

1

4

3

2

The content

AddColumns

5. You will be directed 
immediately after saving 

to Add Columns, where 
you will add various data 
onto the report.

To begin a custom report, 
creating a report from 

scratch includes adding 
data such as Student ID, 
Student Name, and other 

report basics you may need.

There is also a new look to 

this page and you can use 
the new version or the old 
version depending on your 

preference.

New version

Old version

5

5
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Old version

AddColumns

1. Click on any data category to expand it.

2. Once clicked, the category will open to display all of its data in the 'Matching Columns' section. Note that in both the 'Categories' section and 
'Matching Columns' section, you can actually search within those categories/columns for the information you are looking for.

Simply start typing the info you are looking for (ex. student), and only student data will show up. Data is listed in alphabetical order from top to 
bottom.

3. Click on the title of the data in the 'Matching Columns' section to add it to your report, as shown above. Any selection you make will automatically 
become a column of data in your report and will be added into the ‘Selected Columns’ section at right. 

Note: Student ID is at minimum required to be on any report in order to pull student information correctly. If using the Student Search 2.0, Student 
ID and other basic information is already included on the report

Here are other additional tips and tricks using this view:
Make as many selections as you like and expand as many data categories as you need to make additional selections.

As you make selections, note that a running list appears on the right side of your screen. To delete a data category, click the red minus (-) next to it 
(on the left side of the title) to remove it.

When you are finished making your selections, click Save. This takes you to the Manage Data Columns tab.

1

2
3

The content

ManageColumns

1 2

5

3 4

1. You can check the box in the ‘Hide?’ column to have a certain column not show in the report when you view it.  
This is used frequently when adding columns only for filtering purposes.

2. In the ‘Format’ column you are able to select how you want the selected data to show in the report.

3. The red up/down arrow can be selected to move your fields up or down in the order that you want to see the 
columns in the report.

4. When you wish to delete a field from the report select the ‘Delete’ box in the same row and Save Changes.

5. Save Changes will save your column settings and keep you on this page, Save Changes and View Report will 
save the settings and take you to the report view. You may not want to view the report if you still wish to add 
filters.

When in a Custom Report, select Filters. Make sure data has been added to the report prior to filtering.

The content

UseFilters

Now, you need to specify how you want to narrow results.

1

1. To add a filter, click on the green + sign.

2. Select the data column you would like the filter to apply to.

2
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The content

AddFilters

3. Select the Field Operator, or rule, that the data column show follow. Depending on the data column 

selected, field operations may vary.

4. Enter a Field Value to be used in conjunction with the Filter Operator you selected (above). For 

example, if you only want your reports to list students with a particular disability (such as Autism 

Spectrum Disorder), you would select that option here.

5. Click Save Filters.

3
4

5

You will now see your filter displayed with your columns. You may repeat the above steps to add additional filters if 

you desire. To go back to your data columns, select Manage Data Columns.

The content

SavedFilters

Any column with a filter applied to it, will display this scope symbol on your Manage Data Columns page.

Click Saves Changes and View to see your report.

Some important things to understand about filters:

The content

ApplyingFilters

Filters Limit
Filters will always LIMIT your 
dataset. As you apply filters your 

dataset will get smaller and smaller. 

AND, AND, AND
Default filter logic uses an AND 
search. This means that any student 
in your report must meet ALL of your 

criteria. 

Lower your expectations
Sometimes you need to expect 
nothing from your reports. It is very 
possible to apply so many filters that 

you get NO RESULTS. 

OR, OR, OR
Using OR in your reports can be 
dangerous. It is far too easy to get 

too many results. OR support is 
available via Advanced Filters (we’ll 
cover this later). 

1 AND ((2 OR (3 AND 4)) or 5)
Mixing AND/OR is also available via 

Advanced Filters. This is what some 
of you know as “Advanced Boolean 
Logic.” You’ll want to stick around 

for this! 
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The content

HowDoFiltersWork
Report without filters

Add a “current disability matches 
Cognitive Impairment” filter

Report with filters

Add a “current disability matches 
Cognitive Impairment” filter

The content

HowDoFiltersWork
An overly filtered report Remove some of your filters 

Remembering that the filters are AND filters by 

default, you will only find students that match ALL 
of the filters. There are no students in grade 9 
AND 10, therefore no results. 

Use “Matches one of these values” filter 
This is a filter option that will allow you to pass a 
list of values and find any records that match one. 
For example, Grade Level Matches one of these 

values: 9, 10 will find all students who are in 9th or 
10th grade. 

Move on to advanced filters 
If you’re building a complex report and will be 
using Advanced Filters, you may be expecting a 

“No Results” report before you actually apply your 
advanced filters. 

Finally, we’re getting into the good stuf!

The content

AdvancedFilters

• Apply ALL of your filters. It’s OK to get a “No Results” 
report

• Advanced Filters allow you to mix and group your 
filters.

• Three primary operators: AND, OR, NOT.

• Use the numbers on the left to construct your 
“conditions”

• The key is using parentheses correctly.

• Think: Math – order of operations.
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The content

UseGrouping
Remove duplicate rows and add aggregate functions with grouping! 

The content

GroupingExample

Group by 
disability

The original report: 3,229 rows 

The new grouped report: 12 rows 

The content

EditGrouping

Click the Advanced tab and 
select Grouping.

Think carefully about your selections in this exciting feature.

1. A number placed under Grouping Order will group all data 
that is of the same value. For example, by selecting "1" 

grouping order for “Current Disability" all State Student ID will 
be grouped together, as shown in the previous slide’s example.

2. Utilizing the Group Function drop-down menus will tell the 
system how you want data handled when results are grouped. 

For example, by selecting “Count of records" grouping 
functions will count the number of State Student IDs and 

display that result in the report as shown in the previous slide’s 
example.

3. When you are done making edits, click Submit.

2
1

3
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The content

GroupFunctions

The content

DistinctValues

The content

GroupingTips
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The content

CustomReportWidget
Did you know that you can deploy any report with the Local 

Student ID field as a widget in the student profile?

The content

SharedReports
If you like a report that has been shared with you but you wish to make a few changes to it 
rather than creating a new report, you can Copy the report to make your own copy of the 

report and make those necessary changes to it. 

When you click Copy you will be prompted to enter a new Title for the duplicated report.

Get in touch

Contact Info
Illuminate
47 Discovery Suite 100
Irvine, CA 92618

Phone
(517) 224-4499 (Norma)

(949) 242-0343

Website
www.illuminateed.com

Email
help@illuminateed.com

Heidi Cuthbert
Berrien RESA
PO Box 364

711 St. Joseph Avenue
Berrien Springs, MI 49103

Phone
(269) 471-7725 ext. 1308

Website
http://www.berrienresa.org/special

education/illuminate/

Email
Heidi.Cuthbert@berrienresa.org 
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Using Illuminate 
Reports

Heidi Cuthbert

Student Data Coordinator

Berrien Regional Education Service Agency

Something

About Me
Using Illuminate Special 
Education (ISE) since 
December 2010
We were the second county within 

Michigan (after Calhoun) to begin 

using Illuminate as our special 

education system and also used 

the illuminate student information 

system for one year for our RESA 

run programs.

12 years working in 
SpEd at Berrien RESA
I began working as the Supervisor 

of Special Education’s secretary 
and then moved into 

illuminate support and 
now work in Technology 

to support both illuminate special 
education as well as PowerSchool 

(our current student information 
system) for the county.

Involvement in MPAAA, 
Illuminate User Group 
(ISE, Early On, Medicaid) 
as well as PSUG
State Reporting is a constant 

learning process that I became 

involved in as I became support for 

the Illuminate system within our 

county.

The Caseload Report can be used to easily see when students 

IEP/REED dates are as well as Resident District, Birth Date, etc.

The content

CaseloadReport
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Within the Reports sometimes I see codes. What do they mean?

The content

IlluminateCodes

Supervisors have access to a Transportation Report that can be 

used to find your Resident students with transportation in their IEPs.

The content

TransportationReport

Under the Reports tab there is My Reports option where reports have 

been shared within the system that may be helpful for your use.

The content

MyReports
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The content

CustomizeDashboard

1. Move Widgets

2. Edit Widget titles

3. Delete a Widget

4. Add a Widget

5. Use Drop-down 
menus to change the 

students for which 
data is displayed on 
the screen.

6. Click on a blue link to 
view more details

1

1
2 3

4

5

6

The content

Student Alerts

Available Student Alerts
41 2 3

Special Ed Student Medicaid Eligible Medicaid Eligible Previous Month Medicaid Eligible Current Month

1. Special Ed Student or SPED is an alert that will display when a student has a primary disability within an active date range 

assigned to them.

2. Medicaid Eligible Student is an alert that will display when a student has ever had eligibility for Medicaid.

3. Medicaid Eligible Previous Month is an alert that will display when a student had Medicaid eligibility in the previous month.

4. Medicaid Eligible Previous Month is an alert that will display when a student has Medicaid eligibility in the current month.

The content

Quick Tips

1. Look for Excel and PDF icons to download/print data.

2. Click column headers to sort, for example, lowest to highest.

3. Look out for pagination, many reports have multiple pages.

4. Look out for view more students 'Show'.

1 2

3
4
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You can create a report from scratch in Create a Report.

The content

CreateReport

1

2

The content

EditReport

1. Create and enter a title for the report (required).

2. Provide a description of the report and what this report is about (optional).

3. Create and assign Tags or ways to categorize this report with keywords to find in your Report List 

(optional).

4. Select Submit to save and begin.

1

4

3

2

The content

AddColumns

5. You will be directed 
immediately after saving 

to Add Columns, where 
you will add various data 
onto the report.

To begin a custom report, 
creating a report from 

scratch includes adding 
data such as Student ID, 
Student Name, and other 

report basics you may need.

There is also a new look to 

this page and you can use 
the new version or the old 
version depending on your 

preference.

New version

Old version

5

5
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Old version

AddColumns

1. Click on any data category to expand it.

2. Once clicked, the category will open to display all of its data in the 'Matching Columns' section. Note that in both the 'Categories' section and 
'Matching Columns' section, you can actually search within those categories/columns for the information you are looking for.

Simply start typing the info you are looking for (ex. student), and only student data will show up. Data is listed in alphabetical order from top to 
bottom.

3. Click on the title of the data in the 'Matching Columns' section to add it to your report, as shown above. Any selection you make will automatically 
become a column of data in your report and will be added into the ‘Selected Columns’ section at right. 

Note: Student ID is at minimum required to be on any report in order to pull student information correctly. If using the Student Search 2.0, Student 
ID and other basic information is already included on the report

Here are other additional tips and tricks using this view:
Make as many selections as you like and expand as many data categories as you need to make additional selections.

As you make selections, note that a running list appears on the right side of your screen. To delete a data category, click the red minus (-) next to it 
(on the left side of the title) to remove it.

When you are finished making your selections, click Save. This takes you to the Manage Data Columns tab.

1

2
3

The content

ManageColumns

1 2

5

3 4

1. You can check the box in the ‘Hide?’ column to have a certain column not show in the report when you view it.  
This is used frequently when adding columns only for filtering purposes.

2. In the ‘Format’ column you are able to select how you want the selected data to show in the report.

3. The red up/down arrow can be selected to move your fields up or down in the order that you want to see the 
columns in the report.

4. When you wish to delete a field from the report select the ‘Delete’ box in the same row and Save Changes.

5. Save Changes will save your column settings and keep you on this page, Save Changes and View Report will 
save the settings and take you to the report view. You may not want to view the report if you still wish to add 
filters.

When in a Custom Report, select Filters. Make sure data has been added to the report prior to filtering.

The content

UseFilters

Now, you need to specify how you want to narrow results.

1

1. To add a filter, click on the green + sign.

2. Select the data column you would like the filter to apply to.

2
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The content

AddFilters

3. Select the Field Operator, or rule, that the data column show follow. Depending on the data column 

selected, field operations may vary.

4. Enter a Field Value to be used in conjunction with the Filter Operator you selected (above). For 

example, if you only want your reports to list students with a particular disability (such as Autism 

Spectrum Disorder), you would select that option here.

5. Click Save Filters.

3
4

5

You will now see your filter displayed with your columns. You may repeat the above steps to add additional filters if 

you desire. To go back to your data columns, select Manage Data Columns.

The content

SavedFilters

Any column with a filter applied to it, will display this scope symbol on your Manage Data Columns page.

Click Saves Changes and View to see your report.

Some important things to understand about filters:

The content

ApplyingFilters

Filters Limit
Filters will always LIMIT your 
dataset. As you apply filters your 

dataset will get smaller and smaller. 

AND, AND, AND
Default filter logic uses an AND 
search. This means that any student 
in your report must meet ALL of your 

criteria. 

Lower your expectations
Sometimes you need to expect 
nothing from your reports. It is very 
possible to apply so many filters that 

you get NO RESULTS. 

OR, OR, OR
Using OR in your reports can be 
dangerous. It is far too easy to get 

too many results. OR support is 
available via Advanced Filters (we’ll 
cover this later). 

1 AND ((2 OR (3 AND 4)) or 5)
Mixing AND/OR is also available via 

Advanced Filters. This is what some 
of you know as “Advanced Boolean 
Logic.” You’ll want to stick around 

for this! 
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The content

HowDoFiltersWork
Report without filters

Add a “current disability matches 
Cognitive Impairment” filter

Report with filters

Add a “current disability matches 
Cognitive Impairment” filter

The content

HowDoFiltersWork
An overly filtered report Remove some of your filters 

Remembering that the filters are AND filters by 

default, you will only find students that match ALL 
of the filters. There are no students in grade 9 
AND 10, therefore no results. 

Use “Matches one of these values” filter 
This is a filter option that will allow you to pass a 
list of values and find any records that match one. 
For example, Grade Level Matches one of these 

values: 9, 10 will find all students who are in 9th or 
10th grade. 

Move on to advanced filters 
If you’re building a complex report and will be 
using Advanced Filters, you may be expecting a 

“No Results” report before you actually apply your 
advanced filters. 

Finally, we’re getting into the good stuf!

The content

AdvancedFilters

• Apply ALL of your filters. It’s OK to get a “No Results” 
report

• Advanced Filters allow you to mix and group your 
filters.

• Three primary operators: AND, OR, NOT.

• Use the numbers on the left to construct your 
“conditions”

• The key is using parentheses correctly.

• Think: Math – order of operations.
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The content

UseGrouping
Remove duplicate rows and add aggregate functions with grouping! 

The content

GroupingExample

Group by 
disability

The original report: 3,229 rows 

The new grouped report: 12 rows 

The content

EditGrouping

Click the Advanced tab and 
select Grouping.

Think carefully about your selections in this exciting feature.

1. A number placed under Grouping Order will group all data 
that is of the same value. For example, by selecting "1" 

grouping order for “Current Disability" all State Student ID will 
be grouped together, as shown in the previous slide’s example.

2. Utilizing the Group Function drop-down menus will tell the 
system how you want data handled when results are grouped. 

For example, by selecting “Count of records" grouping 
functions will count the number of State Student IDs and 

display that result in the report as shown in the previous slide’s 
example.

3. When you are done making edits, click Submit.

2
1

3
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The content

GroupFunctions

The content

DistinctValues

The content

GroupingTips
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The content

CustomReportWidget
Did you know that you can deploy any report with the Local 

Student ID field as a widget in the student profile?

The content

SharedReports
If you like a report that has been shared with you but you wish to make a few changes to it 
rather than creating a new report, you can Copy the report to make your own copy of the 

report and make those necessary changes to it. 

When you click Copy you will be prompted to enter a new Title for the duplicated report.

Get in touch

Contact Info
Illuminate
47 Discovery Suite 100
Irvine, CA 92618

Phone
(517) 224-4499 (Norma)

(949) 242-0343

Website
www.illuminateed.com

Email
help@illuminateed.com

Heidi Cuthbert
Berrien RESA
PO Box 364

711 St. Joseph Avenue
Berrien Springs, MI 49103

Phone
(269) 471-7725 ext. 1308

Website
http://www.berrienresa.org/special

education/illuminate/

Email
Heidi.Cuthbert@berrienresa.org 
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Using Illuminate 
Reports

Heidi Cuthbert

Student Data Coordinator

Berrien Regional Education Service Agency

Something

About Me
Using Illuminate Special 
Education (ISE) since 
December 2010
We were the second county within 

Michigan (after Calhoun) to begin 

using Illuminate as our special 

education system and also used 

the illuminate student information 

system for one year for our RESA 

run programs.

12 years working in 
SpEd at Berrien RESA
I began working as the Supervisor 

of Special Education’s secretary 
and then moved into 

illuminate support and 
now work in Technology 

to support both illuminate special 
education as well as PowerSchool 

(our current student information 
system) for the county.

Involvement in MPAAA, 
Illuminate User Group 
(ISE, Early On, Medicaid) 
as well as PSUG
State Reporting is a constant 

learning process that I became 

involved in as I became support for 

the Illuminate system within our 

county.

The Caseload Report can be used to easily see when students 

IEP/REED dates are as well as Resident District, Birth Date, etc.

The content

CaseloadReport
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Within the Reports sometimes I see codes. What do they mean?

The content

IlluminateCodes

Supervisors have access to a Transportation Report that can be 

used to find your Resident students with transportation in their IEPs.

The content

TransportationReport

Under the Reports tab there is My Reports option where reports have 

been shared within the system that may be helpful for your use.

The content

MyReports
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The content

CustomizeDashboard

1. Move Widgets

2. Edit Widget titles

3. Delete a Widget

4. Add a Widget

5. Use Drop-down 
menus to change the 

students for which 
data is displayed on 
the screen.

6. Click on a blue link to 
view more details

1

1
2 3

4

5

6

The content

Student Alerts

Available Student Alerts
41 2 3

Special Ed Student Medicaid Eligible Medicaid Eligible Previous Month Medicaid Eligible Current Month

1. Special Ed Student or SPED is an alert that will display when a student has a primary disability within an active date range 

assigned to them.

2. Medicaid Eligible Student is an alert that will display when a student has ever had eligibility for Medicaid.

3. Medicaid Eligible Previous Month is an alert that will display when a student had Medicaid eligibility in the previous month.

4. Medicaid Eligible Previous Month is an alert that will display when a student has Medicaid eligibility in the current month.

The content

Quick Tips

1. Look for Excel and PDF icons to download/print data.

2. Click column headers to sort, for example, lowest to highest.

3. Look out for pagination, many reports have multiple pages.

4. Look out for view more students 'Show'.

1 2

3
4
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You can create a report from scratch in Create a Report.

The content

CreateReport

1

2

The content

EditReport

1. Create and enter a title for the report (required).

2. Provide a description of the report and what this report is about (optional).

3. Create and assign Tags or ways to categorize this report with keywords to find in your Report List 

(optional).

4. Select Submit to save and begin.

1

4

3

2

The content

AddColumns

5. You will be directed 
immediately after saving 

to Add Columns, where 
you will add various data 
onto the report.

To begin a custom report, 
creating a report from 

scratch includes adding 
data such as Student ID, 
Student Name, and other 

report basics you may need.

There is also a new look to 

this page and you can use 
the new version or the old 
version depending on your 

preference.

New version

Old version

5

5
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Old version

AddColumns

1. Click on any data category to expand it.

2. Once clicked, the category will open to display all of its data in the 'Matching Columns' section. Note that in both the 'Categories' section and 
'Matching Columns' section, you can actually search within those categories/columns for the information you are looking for.

Simply start typing the info you are looking for (ex. student), and only student data will show up. Data is listed in alphabetical order from top to 
bottom.

3. Click on the title of the data in the 'Matching Columns' section to add it to your report, as shown above. Any selection you make will automatically 
become a column of data in your report and will be added into the ‘Selected Columns’ section at right. 

Note: Student ID is at minimum required to be on any report in order to pull student information correctly. If using the Student Search 2.0, Student 
ID and other basic information is already included on the report

Here are other additional tips and tricks using this view:
Make as many selections as you like and expand as many data categories as you need to make additional selections.

As you make selections, note that a running list appears on the right side of your screen. To delete a data category, click the red minus (-) next to it 
(on the left side of the title) to remove it.

When you are finished making your selections, click Save. This takes you to the Manage Data Columns tab.

1

2
3

The content

ManageColumns

1 2

5

3 4

1. You can check the box in the ‘Hide?’ column to have a certain column not show in the report when you view it.  
This is used frequently when adding columns only for filtering purposes.

2. In the ‘Format’ column you are able to select how you want the selected data to show in the report.

3. The red up/down arrow can be selected to move your fields up or down in the order that you want to see the 
columns in the report.

4. When you wish to delete a field from the report select the ‘Delete’ box in the same row and Save Changes.

5. Save Changes will save your column settings and keep you on this page, Save Changes and View Report will 
save the settings and take you to the report view. You may not want to view the report if you still wish to add 
filters.

When in a Custom Report, select Filters. Make sure data has been added to the report prior to filtering.

The content

UseFilters

Now, you need to specify how you want to narrow results.

1

1. To add a filter, click on the green + sign.

2. Select the data column you would like the filter to apply to.

2
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The content

AddFilters

3. Select the Field Operator, or rule, that the data column show follow. Depending on the data column 

selected, field operations may vary.

4. Enter a Field Value to be used in conjunction with the Filter Operator you selected (above). For 

example, if you only want your reports to list students with a particular disability (such as Autism 

Spectrum Disorder), you would select that option here.

5. Click Save Filters.

3
4

5

You will now see your filter displayed with your columns. You may repeat the above steps to add additional filters if 

you desire. To go back to your data columns, select Manage Data Columns.

The content

SavedFilters

Any column with a filter applied to it, will display this scope symbol on your Manage Data Columns page.

Click Saves Changes and View to see your report.

Some important things to understand about filters:

The content

ApplyingFilters

Filters Limit
Filters will always LIMIT your 
dataset. As you apply filters your 

dataset will get smaller and smaller. 

AND, AND, AND
Default filter logic uses an AND 
search. This means that any student 
in your report must meet ALL of your 

criteria. 

Lower your expectations
Sometimes you need to expect 
nothing from your reports. It is very 
possible to apply so many filters that 

you get NO RESULTS. 

OR, OR, OR
Using OR in your reports can be 
dangerous. It is far too easy to get 

too many results. OR support is 
available via Advanced Filters (we’ll 
cover this later). 

1 AND ((2 OR (3 AND 4)) or 5)
Mixing AND/OR is also available via 

Advanced Filters. This is what some 
of you know as “Advanced Boolean 
Logic.” You’ll want to stick around 

for this! 
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The content

HowDoFiltersWork
Report without filters

Add a “current disability matches 
Cognitive Impairment” filter

Report with filters

Add a “current disability matches 
Cognitive Impairment” filter

The content

HowDoFiltersWork
An overly filtered report Remove some of your filters 

Remembering that the filters are AND filters by 

default, you will only find students that match ALL 
of the filters. There are no students in grade 9 
AND 10, therefore no results. 

Use “Matches one of these values” filter 
This is a filter option that will allow you to pass a 
list of values and find any records that match one. 
For example, Grade Level Matches one of these 

values: 9, 10 will find all students who are in 9th or 
10th grade. 

Move on to advanced filters 
If you’re building a complex report and will be 
using Advanced Filters, you may be expecting a 

“No Results” report before you actually apply your 
advanced filters. 

Finally, we’re getting into the good stuf!

The content

AdvancedFilters

• Apply ALL of your filters. It’s OK to get a “No Results” 
report

• Advanced Filters allow you to mix and group your 
filters.

• Three primary operators: AND, OR, NOT.

• Use the numbers on the left to construct your 
“conditions”

• The key is using parentheses correctly.

• Think: Math – order of operations.
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The content

UseGrouping
Remove duplicate rows and add aggregate functions with grouping! 

The content

GroupingExample

Group by 
disability

The original report: 3,229 rows 

The new grouped report: 12 rows 

The content

EditGrouping

Click the Advanced tab and 
select Grouping.

Think carefully about your selections in this exciting feature.

1. A number placed under Grouping Order will group all data 
that is of the same value. For example, by selecting "1" 

grouping order for “Current Disability" all State Student ID will 
be grouped together, as shown in the previous slide’s example.

2. Utilizing the Group Function drop-down menus will tell the 
system how you want data handled when results are grouped. 

For example, by selecting “Count of records" grouping 
functions will count the number of State Student IDs and 

display that result in the report as shown in the previous slide’s 
example.

3. When you are done making edits, click Submit.

2
1

3
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The content

GroupFunctions

The content

DistinctValues

The content

GroupingTips
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The content

CustomReportWidget
Did you know that you can deploy any report with the Local 

Student ID field as a widget in the student profile?

The content

SharedReports
If you like a report that has been shared with you but you wish to make a few changes to it 
rather than creating a new report, you can Copy the report to make your own copy of the 

report and make those necessary changes to it. 

When you click Copy you will be prompted to enter a new Title for the duplicated report.

Get in touch

Contact Info
Illuminate
47 Discovery Suite 100
Irvine, CA 92618

Phone
(517) 224-4499 (Norma)

(949) 242-0343

Website
www.illuminateed.com

Email
help@illuminateed.com

Heidi Cuthbert
Berrien RESA
PO Box 364

711 St. Joseph Avenue
Berrien Springs, MI 49103

Phone
(269) 471-7725 ext. 1308

Website
http://www.berrienresa.org/special

education/illuminate/

Email
Heidi.Cuthbert@berrienresa.org 
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Using Illuminate 
Reports

Heidi Cuthbert

Student Data Coordinator

Berrien Regional Education Service Agency

Something

About Me
Using Illuminate Special 
Education (ISE) since 
December 2010
We were the second county within 

Michigan (after Calhoun) to begin 

using Illuminate as our special 

education system and also used 

the illuminate student information 

system for one year for our RESA 

run programs.

12 years working in 
SpEd at Berrien RESA
I began working as the Supervisor 

of Special Education’s secretary 
and then moved into 

illuminate support and 
now work in Technology 

to support both illuminate special 
education as well as PowerSchool 

(our current student information 
system) for the county.

Involvement in MPAAA, 
Illuminate User Group 
(ISE, Early On, Medicaid) 
as well as PSUG
State Reporting is a constant 

learning process that I became 

involved in as I became support for 

the Illuminate system within our 

county.

The Caseload Report can be used to easily see when students 

IEP/REED dates are as well as Resident District, Birth Date, etc.

The content

CaseloadReport
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Within the Reports sometimes I see codes. What do they mean?

The content

IlluminateCodes

Supervisors have access to a Transportation Report that can be 

used to find your Resident students with transportation in their IEPs.

The content

TransportationReport

Under the Reports tab there is My Reports option where reports have 

been shared within the system that may be helpful for your use.

The content

MyReports
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The content

CustomizeDashboard

1. Move Widgets

2. Edit Widget titles

3. Delete a Widget

4. Add a Widget

5. Use Drop-down 
menus to change the 

students for which 
data is displayed on 
the screen.

6. Click on a blue link to 
view more details

1

1
2 3

4

5

6

The content

Student Alerts

Available Student Alerts
41 2 3

Special Ed Student Medicaid Eligible Medicaid Eligible Previous Month Medicaid Eligible Current Month

1. Special Ed Student or SPED is an alert that will display when a student has a primary disability within an active date range 

assigned to them.

2. Medicaid Eligible Student is an alert that will display when a student has ever had eligibility for Medicaid.

3. Medicaid Eligible Previous Month is an alert that will display when a student had Medicaid eligibility in the previous month.

4. Medicaid Eligible Previous Month is an alert that will display when a student has Medicaid eligibility in the current month.

The content

Quick Tips

1. Look for Excel and PDF icons to download/print data.

2. Click column headers to sort, for example, lowest to highest.

3. Look out for pagination, many reports have multiple pages.

4. Look out for view more students 'Show'.

1 2

3
4
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You can create a report from scratch in Create a Report.

The content

CreateReport

1

2

The content

EditReport

1. Create and enter a title for the report (required).

2. Provide a description of the report and what this report is about (optional).

3. Create and assign Tags or ways to categorize this report with keywords to find in your Report List 

(optional).

4. Select Submit to save and begin.

1

4

3

2

The content

AddColumns

5. You will be directed 
immediately after saving 

to Add Columns, where 
you will add various data 
onto the report.

To begin a custom report, 
creating a report from 

scratch includes adding 
data such as Student ID, 
Student Name, and other 

report basics you may need.

There is also a new look to 

this page and you can use 
the new version or the old 
version depending on your 

preference.

New version

Old version

5

5
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Old version

AddColumns

1. Click on any data category to expand it.

2. Once clicked, the category will open to display all of its data in the 'Matching Columns' section. Note that in both the 'Categories' section and 
'Matching Columns' section, you can actually search within those categories/columns for the information you are looking for.

Simply start typing the info you are looking for (ex. student), and only student data will show up. Data is listed in alphabetical order from top to 
bottom.

3. Click on the title of the data in the 'Matching Columns' section to add it to your report, as shown above. Any selection you make will automatically 
become a column of data in your report and will be added into the ‘Selected Columns’ section at right. 

Note: Student ID is at minimum required to be on any report in order to pull student information correctly. If using the Student Search 2.0, Student 
ID and other basic information is already included on the report

Here are other additional tips and tricks using this view:
Make as many selections as you like and expand as many data categories as you need to make additional selections.

As you make selections, note that a running list appears on the right side of your screen. To delete a data category, click the red minus (-) next to it 
(on the left side of the title) to remove it.

When you are finished making your selections, click Save. This takes you to the Manage Data Columns tab.

1

2
3

The content

ManageColumns

1 2

5

3 4

1. You can check the box in the ‘Hide?’ column to have a certain column not show in the report when you view it.  
This is used frequently when adding columns only for filtering purposes.

2. In the ‘Format’ column you are able to select how you want the selected data to show in the report.

3. The red up/down arrow can be selected to move your fields up or down in the order that you want to see the 
columns in the report.

4. When you wish to delete a field from the report select the ‘Delete’ box in the same row and Save Changes.

5. Save Changes will save your column settings and keep you on this page, Save Changes and View Report will 
save the settings and take you to the report view. You may not want to view the report if you still wish to add 
filters.

When in a Custom Report, select Filters. Make sure data has been added to the report prior to filtering.

The content

UseFilters

Now, you need to specify how you want to narrow results.

1

1. To add a filter, click on the green + sign.

2. Select the data column you would like the filter to apply to.

2
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The content

AddFilters

3. Select the Field Operator, or rule, that the data column show follow. Depending on the data column 

selected, field operations may vary.

4. Enter a Field Value to be used in conjunction with the Filter Operator you selected (above). For 

example, if you only want your reports to list students with a particular disability (such as Autism 

Spectrum Disorder), you would select that option here.

5. Click Save Filters.

3
4

5

You will now see your filter displayed with your columns. You may repeat the above steps to add additional filters if 

you desire. To go back to your data columns, select Manage Data Columns.

The content

SavedFilters

Any column with a filter applied to it, will display this scope symbol on your Manage Data Columns page.

Click Saves Changes and View to see your report.

Some important things to understand about filters:

The content

ApplyingFilters

Filters Limit
Filters will always LIMIT your 
dataset. As you apply filters your 

dataset will get smaller and smaller. 

AND, AND, AND
Default filter logic uses an AND 
search. This means that any student 
in your report must meet ALL of your 

criteria. 

Lower your expectations
Sometimes you need to expect 
nothing from your reports. It is very 
possible to apply so many filters that 

you get NO RESULTS. 

OR, OR, OR
Using OR in your reports can be 
dangerous. It is far too easy to get 

too many results. OR support is 
available via Advanced Filters (we’ll 
cover this later). 

1 AND ((2 OR (3 AND 4)) or 5)
Mixing AND/OR is also available via 

Advanced Filters. This is what some 
of you know as “Advanced Boolean 
Logic.” You’ll want to stick around 

for this! 
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The content

HowDoFiltersWork
Report without filters

Add a “current disability matches 
Cognitive Impairment” filter

Report with filters

Add a “current disability matches 
Cognitive Impairment” filter

The content

HowDoFiltersWork
An overly filtered report Remove some of your filters 

Remembering that the filters are AND filters by 

default, you will only find students that match ALL 
of the filters. There are no students in grade 9 
AND 10, therefore no results. 

Use “Matches one of these values” filter 
This is a filter option that will allow you to pass a 
list of values and find any records that match one. 
For example, Grade Level Matches one of these 

values: 9, 10 will find all students who are in 9th or 
10th grade. 

Move on to advanced filters 
If you’re building a complex report and will be 
using Advanced Filters, you may be expecting a 

“No Results” report before you actually apply your 
advanced filters. 

Finally, we’re getting into the good stuf!

The content

AdvancedFilters

• Apply ALL of your filters. It’s OK to get a “No Results” 
report

• Advanced Filters allow you to mix and group your 
filters.

• Three primary operators: AND, OR, NOT.

• Use the numbers on the left to construct your 
“conditions”

• The key is using parentheses correctly.

• Think: Math – order of operations.
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The content

UseGrouping
Remove duplicate rows and add aggregate functions with grouping! 

The content

GroupingExample

Group by 
disability

The original report: 3,229 rows 

The new grouped report: 12 rows 

The content

EditGrouping

Click the Advanced tab and 
select Grouping.

Think carefully about your selections in this exciting feature.

1. A number placed under Grouping Order will group all data 
that is of the same value. For example, by selecting "1" 

grouping order for “Current Disability" all State Student ID will 
be grouped together, as shown in the previous slide’s example.

2. Utilizing the Group Function drop-down menus will tell the 
system how you want data handled when results are grouped. 

For example, by selecting “Count of records" grouping 
functions will count the number of State Student IDs and 

display that result in the report as shown in the previous slide’s 
example.

3. When you are done making edits, click Submit.

2
1

3
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The content

GroupFunctions

The content

DistinctValues

The content

GroupingTips
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The content

CustomReportWidget
Did you know that you can deploy any report with the Local 

Student ID field as a widget in the student profile?

The content

SharedReports
If you like a report that has been shared with you but you wish to make a few changes to it 
rather than creating a new report, you can Copy the report to make your own copy of the 

report and make those necessary changes to it. 

When you click Copy you will be prompted to enter a new Title for the duplicated report.

Get in touch

Contact Info
Illuminate
47 Discovery Suite 100
Irvine, CA 92618

Phone
(517) 224-4499 (Norma)

(949) 242-0343

Website
www.illuminateed.com

Email
help@illuminateed.com

Heidi Cuthbert
Berrien RESA
PO Box 364

711 St. Joseph Avenue
Berrien Springs, MI 49103

Phone
(269) 471-7725 ext. 1308

Website
http://www.berrienresa.org/special

education/illuminate/

Email
Heidi.Cuthbert@berrienresa.org 
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Using Illuminate 
Reports

Heidi Cuthbert

Student Data Coordinator

Berrien Regional Education Service Agency

Something

About Me
Using Illuminate Special 
Education (ISE) since 
December 2010
We were the second county within 

Michigan (after Calhoun) to begin 

using Illuminate as our special 

education system and also used 

the illuminate student information 

system for one year for our RESA 

run programs.

12 years working in 
SpEd at Berrien RESA
I began working as the Supervisor 

of Special Education’s secretary 
and then moved into 

illuminate support and 
now work in Technology 

to support both illuminate special 
education as well as PowerSchool 

(our current student information 
system) for the county.

Involvement in MPAAA, 
Illuminate User Group 
(ISE, Early On, Medicaid) 
as well as PSUG
State Reporting is a constant 

learning process that I became 

involved in as I became support for 

the Illuminate system within our 

county.

The Caseload Report can be used to easily see when students 

IEP/REED dates are as well as Resident District, Birth Date, etc.

The content

CaseloadReport
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Within the Reports sometimes I see codes. What do they mean?

The content

IlluminateCodes

Supervisors have access to a Transportation Report that can be 

used to find your Resident students with transportation in their IEPs.

The content

TransportationReport

Under the Reports tab there is My Reports option where reports have 

been shared within the system that may be helpful for your use.

The content

MyReports
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The content

CustomizeDashboard

1. Move Widgets

2. Edit Widget titles

3. Delete a Widget

4. Add a Widget

5. Use Drop-down 
menus to change the 

students for which 
data is displayed on 
the screen.

6. Click on a blue link to 
view more details

1

1
2 3

4

5

6

The content

Student Alerts

Available Student Alerts
41 2 3

Special Ed Student Medicaid Eligible Medicaid Eligible Previous Month Medicaid Eligible Current Month

1. Special Ed Student or SPED is an alert that will display when a student has a primary disability within an active date range 

assigned to them.

2. Medicaid Eligible Student is an alert that will display when a student has ever had eligibility for Medicaid.

3. Medicaid Eligible Previous Month is an alert that will display when a student had Medicaid eligibility in the previous month.

4. Medicaid Eligible Previous Month is an alert that will display when a student has Medicaid eligibility in the current month.

The content

Quick Tips

1. Look for Excel and PDF icons to download/print data.

2. Click column headers to sort, for example, lowest to highest.

3. Look out for pagination, many reports have multiple pages.

4. Look out for view more students 'Show'.

1 2

3
4
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You can create a report from scratch in Create a Report.

The content

CreateReport

1

2

The content

EditReport

1. Create and enter a title for the report (required).

2. Provide a description of the report and what this report is about (optional).

3. Create and assign Tags or ways to categorize this report with keywords to find in your Report List 

(optional).

4. Select Submit to save and begin.

1

4

3

2

The content

AddColumns

5. You will be directed 
immediately after saving 

to Add Columns, where 
you will add various data 
onto the report.

To begin a custom report, 
creating a report from 

scratch includes adding 
data such as Student ID, 
Student Name, and other 

report basics you may need.

There is also a new look to 

this page and you can use 
the new version or the old 
version depending on your 

preference.

New version

Old version

5

5
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Old version

AddColumns

1. Click on any data category to expand it.

2. Once clicked, the category will open to display all of its data in the 'Matching Columns' section. Note that in both the 'Categories' section and 
'Matching Columns' section, you can actually search within those categories/columns for the information you are looking for.

Simply start typing the info you are looking for (ex. student), and only student data will show up. Data is listed in alphabetical order from top to 
bottom.

3. Click on the title of the data in the 'Matching Columns' section to add it to your report, as shown above. Any selection you make will automatically 
become a column of data in your report and will be added into the ‘Selected Columns’ section at right. 

Note: Student ID is at minimum required to be on any report in order to pull student information correctly. If using the Student Search 2.0, Student 
ID and other basic information is already included on the report

Here are other additional tips and tricks using this view:
Make as many selections as you like and expand as many data categories as you need to make additional selections.

As you make selections, note that a running list appears on the right side of your screen. To delete a data category, click the red minus (-) next to it 
(on the left side of the title) to remove it.

When you are finished making your selections, click Save. This takes you to the Manage Data Columns tab.

1

2
3

The content

ManageColumns

1 2

5

3 4

1. You can check the box in the ‘Hide?’ column to have a certain column not show in the report when you view it.  
This is used frequently when adding columns only for filtering purposes.

2. In the ‘Format’ column you are able to select how you want the selected data to show in the report.

3. The red up/down arrow can be selected to move your fields up or down in the order that you want to see the 
columns in the report.

4. When you wish to delete a field from the report select the ‘Delete’ box in the same row and Save Changes.

5. Save Changes will save your column settings and keep you on this page, Save Changes and View Report will 
save the settings and take you to the report view. You may not want to view the report if you still wish to add 
filters.

When in a Custom Report, select Filters. Make sure data has been added to the report prior to filtering.

The content

UseFilters

Now, you need to specify how you want to narrow results.

1

1. To add a filter, click on the green + sign.

2. Select the data column you would like the filter to apply to.

2
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The content

AddFilters

3. Select the Field Operator, or rule, that the data column show follow. Depending on the data column 

selected, field operations may vary.

4. Enter a Field Value to be used in conjunction with the Filter Operator you selected (above). For 

example, if you only want your reports to list students with a particular disability (such as Autism 

Spectrum Disorder), you would select that option here.

5. Click Save Filters.

3
4

5

You will now see your filter displayed with your columns. You may repeat the above steps to add additional filters if 

you desire. To go back to your data columns, select Manage Data Columns.

The content

SavedFilters

Any column with a filter applied to it, will display this scope symbol on your Manage Data Columns page.

Click Saves Changes and View to see your report.

Some important things to understand about filters:

The content

ApplyingFilters

Filters Limit
Filters will always LIMIT your 
dataset. As you apply filters your 

dataset will get smaller and smaller. 

AND, AND, AND
Default filter logic uses an AND 
search. This means that any student 
in your report must meet ALL of your 

criteria. 

Lower your expectations
Sometimes you need to expect 
nothing from your reports. It is very 
possible to apply so many filters that 

you get NO RESULTS. 

OR, OR, OR
Using OR in your reports can be 
dangerous. It is far too easy to get 

too many results. OR support is 
available via Advanced Filters (we’ll 
cover this later). 

1 AND ((2 OR (3 AND 4)) or 5)
Mixing AND/OR is also available via 

Advanced Filters. This is what some 
of you know as “Advanced Boolean 
Logic.” You’ll want to stick around 

for this! 
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The content

HowDoFiltersWork
Report without filters

Add a “current disability matches 
Cognitive Impairment” filter

Report with filters

Add a “current disability matches 
Cognitive Impairment” filter

The content

HowDoFiltersWork
An overly filtered report Remove some of your filters 

Remembering that the filters are AND filters by 

default, you will only find students that match ALL 
of the filters. There are no students in grade 9 
AND 10, therefore no results. 

Use “Matches one of these values” filter 
This is a filter option that will allow you to pass a 
list of values and find any records that match one. 
For example, Grade Level Matches one of these 

values: 9, 10 will find all students who are in 9th or 
10th grade. 

Move on to advanced filters 
If you’re building a complex report and will be 
using Advanced Filters, you may be expecting a 

“No Results” report before you actually apply your 
advanced filters. 

Finally, we’re getting into the good stuf!

The content

AdvancedFilters

• Apply ALL of your filters. It’s OK to get a “No Results” 
report

• Advanced Filters allow you to mix and group your 
filters.

• Three primary operators: AND, OR, NOT.

• Use the numbers on the left to construct your 
“conditions”

• The key is using parentheses correctly.

• Think: Math – order of operations.
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The content

UseGrouping
Remove duplicate rows and add aggregate functions with grouping! 

The content

GroupingExample

Group by 
disability

The original report: 3,229 rows 

The new grouped report: 12 rows 

The content

EditGrouping

Click the Advanced tab and 
select Grouping.

Think carefully about your selections in this exciting feature.

1. A number placed under Grouping Order will group all data 
that is of the same value. For example, by selecting "1" 

grouping order for “Current Disability" all State Student ID will 
be grouped together, as shown in the previous slide’s example.

2. Utilizing the Group Function drop-down menus will tell the 
system how you want data handled when results are grouped. 

For example, by selecting “Count of records" grouping 
functions will count the number of State Student IDs and 

display that result in the report as shown in the previous slide’s 
example.

3. When you are done making edits, click Submit.

2
1

3
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The content

GroupFunctions

The content

DistinctValues

The content

GroupingTips
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The content

CustomReportWidget
Did you know that you can deploy any report with the Local 

Student ID field as a widget in the student profile?

The content

SharedReports
If you like a report that has been shared with you but you wish to make a few changes to it 
rather than creating a new report, you can Copy the report to make your own copy of the 

report and make those necessary changes to it. 

When you click Copy you will be prompted to enter a new Title for the duplicated report.

Get in touch

Contact Info
Illuminate
47 Discovery Suite 100
Irvine, CA 92618

Phone
(517) 224-4499 (Norma)

(949) 242-0343

Website
www.illuminateed.com

Email
help@illuminateed.com

Heidi Cuthbert
Berrien RESA
PO Box 364

711 St. Joseph Avenue
Berrien Springs, MI 49103

Phone
(269) 471-7725 ext. 1308

Website
http://www.berrienresa.org/special

education/illuminate/

Email
Heidi.Cuthbert@berrienresa.org 
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Q&A Session
What else would you like to know?...


